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Theoretical Model for Explaining the Ferroelectric Effect in Barium Titanate
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In order to explain the properties of a barium titanate single domain crystal, a previous
theory of the ferroelectric effect in rochelle salt has been extended to the three-dimensional
structure of barium titanate. This involves six equilibrium positions and results in significant
differences from the single bond type of structure of rochelle salt. The theoretical features
considered are a calculation of the spontaneous polarization as a function of temperature, the
dielectric constants along the a=y and c=s axes as a function of temperature, the relaxation
of the dielectric constant at high frequencies, and the hysteresis loops. All of these features are
explained by the three-dimensional model considered here.

" 'N a previous paper, ' a theoretical explanation
- - was given for the ferroelectric efkct in rochelle
salt, which depended on the motion of a hydrogen
nucleus between the two equilibrium positions of
a hydrogen bond. It is the purpose of this paper
to show that the principal features of the barium
titanate single domain crystal can be explained
by an extension of this model to the three-
dimensional structure of barium titanate in-
volving six equilibrium positions.

I. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Barium titanate above the transition tempera-
ture of 120'C has the cubic cell shown by Fig. 1.
The barium atoms occupy the corners of the cell,
the oxygens the face-centered positions, while the
titanium is usually pictured as being in the center
of the ceil. As a matter of fact, it probably makes
a covalent bond with one of the face-centered

oxygens and is displaced in the direction of that
oxygen by about 0.16A' from the center of
the cell. Above 120'C the thermal energy is
sufhcient to cause any one of the six positions to
be equally probable and the cell appears to be
cubic from x-ray measurements. Below 120'C
thermal energy is no longer sufhcient to cause any
position to be equally probable, and most of the
molecules in a given region or domain line up
along one of the six directions, a dipole moment
develops in that direction and the crystai be-
comes ferroelectric. The axis along which the
titanium has been displaced becomes larger than
the other two, as shown by the x-ray measure-
ments of Miss Megaw' (as shown by Fig. 2) and
the crystal changes from cubic to tetragonal
form.

The dielectric measurements of multicrystal-
line ceramics, multi-domain crystals, and single
domain crystals all show the presence of a
ferroelectric material below 120'C. Dielectric dis-

placement —electric field curves occur in the form
of hysteresis loops. The dielectric constant at low

field strengths for multicrystal ceramics, 4 as
shown by Fig. 3, rises to a high value at the
temperature of 120'C. Above 120 degrees, the
dielectric constant follows a Curie-gneiss law ap-
proximately, and the dielectric constant decreases
inversely as the dift'erence between the tempera-

O " BARIUM - OXYGEN - TITANIUM

UNIT CELL f'OR BARIUM TITANATE ABOYE 120 C

FIG. 1. Unit cell for barium titanate.

' W. P. Mason, Phys. Rev. 72, 854 (1947).

' This value for the displacement of the titanium atom
from the center of the unit cell has recently been measured
by x-ray methods by Gordon Danielson, Phys. Rev. 74,
986 (1948).

3 H. D. Megaw, Proc. Roy. Soc. 189, 261-283 (1947).
4Von Hippel, Breckenridge, Chesley, and Tisza, Ind.

Eng. Chem. 38, 109/ —1109 (1946).
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ture and the Curie temperature or

e =co+ C/(T T—o),

where eo is the constant dielectric constant for
temperatures much higher than the Curie tem-
perature. C is a constant, 1the temperature, and
To the Curie temperature. Below the Curie tem-
perature the dielectric constant decreases from its
high value to a value of about 350 near absolute
zero. The steady decrease is interrupted at two
temperatures 10'C and —70'C. At these temper-
atures no discontinuities occur in the axis length
and hence these points cannot be associated with
a change in dipole moment and hence with the
position of the titanium nucleus. It has been sug-
gested by Matthias and von Hippel' that these
are due to a change from octahedral bonding of
the titanium atom to a hybrid type of bonding
which may become more probable at the lower
temperature. Since this does not involve an ap-
preciable change in the position of the titanium
nucleus, this appears to be a reasonable sugges-
tion. As the result is a small second-order change
in the dielectric constant, it is neglected in the
theory presented here.

The dielectric constant for multi-domain crys-
tals is not too din'erent from those for the multi-
crystalline ceramics. Figure 4 shows the measure-
ments of Matthias and von Hippel' for the a and
c axes. The dielectric constant along the a axis is
higher than that along the c axis. The lowering of
the Curie point is probably caused by the
impurities introduced. By introducing larger
amounts of mineralizers, single domain crystals
of a relatively large size have recently been grown,
and these show a very marked di6'erence between
the dielectric constants along the two axes. As
shown by Fig. 5, the dielectric constant along the
c axis is less than that for a ceramic material.
When the dielectric constant along the a axis is

measured over a f'requency range, a relaxation
occurs at about 15 megacycles and the dielectric
constant drops to about 1200 or less, as shown by
Fig. 6; A similar relaxation in the dielectric con-
stant of the ceramic occurs at about 10' cycles as
shown by the measurements of Nash' and Yager

'B. T. Matthias and A. von Hippel, Phys. Rev. 2'3,
1378- 1384 (1948).

'D. E. Nash, Jr., J. Exper. Theor. Phys. Acad. Sci.
U.S.S,Q, ff, $3/ (194/).

Data on Unit Ce11 Axes of Barium Titanate as a Function of
Temperature (Data from H. D. Megaw).
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FIG. 3. Dielectric constant of barium titanate ceramic as
a function of temperature.

' The dielectric constants of barium titanate ceramics
have recently been measured at 1.5 megacycles and 9450
megacycles over a temperature range from 20 C to 160'C
by J. G. Powles of Imperial College of Science and Tech-
nology. The results are described in a note sent to Nature.
From the variation of the relaxation frequency with tem-
perature, one can calculate that the activation energy is
3.65 kilocalories per mole in fair agreement with the value
found in Eq. (63).

(unpublished). ' At 23.7-centimeter wave-lengths,
the former found a dielectric constant and tanb of

a=1250 to 1420, tan8=0. 2, (2)

while at 1.25 centimeters Yager found a dielectric
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1 to position 2 directly across the unit cell, the
form of the potential barrier may be as shown by
Fig. 8 in which d U represents the height of the
potential curve at the center with respect to that
at the minima. If the nucleus went directly from
position 1 to position 3, it would in general have
to cross a higher potential barrier than AU, but
equilibrium between the two positions can be
established by the nucleus jumping to a position
slightly to one side of the center in the direction 3
and hence it is thought that the potential barrier
determining the relaxation frequency for a 1 to 3
jump will not be much higher than for a 1 to 2

jump, namely hU.
For low frequencies, i.e. , for frequencies well

under the relaxation frequency, equilibrium
values can be calculated by using Boltzmann's
principle that the equilibrium ratios of numbers
of nuclei in two potential wells are in the ratio

~=250 to 320, tanb='0. 70. (3) Kg/Ng es'"r——
From these measurements it can be calculated
that the dielectric constant has a relaxation fre-
quency of about 6.2X10' cycles.

The relaxation of the dielectric constant at
these frequencies shows de6nitely that the high
dielectric constant is due to a temperature
movable dipole rather than a high dielectric con-
stant of the type due to the near vanishing of the
factor (1—pp) in the dielectric equation

(4)

where y is the polarizability and p the Lorentz
factor, since the polarizability y due to electrons,
ions and atoms should not vary with frequency
up to the infra-red frequencies. Hence, a temper-
ature variable dipole of the type discussed in the
next section is required to give a relaxation fre-
quency as low as 15 megacycles.

II. SPONTANEOUS POLARIZATION AND
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT UNDER

EQUILIBMUM CONDITIONS

The model considered here is the one shown by
Fig. 7. Here there are six potential minima in the
direction of the six oxygens which are displaced a
distance b from the center of the unit cell. If the
titanium nucleus is takeo from a position such as

where E is the potential diA'erence between well 2

and well 1, k is Boltzmann's constant and T the
absolute temperature.

Suppose now that all the minima of Fig. 7 have
initially the same potential, which is set equal to
zero. Then if we apply a 6eld E, in the z direction,
a polarization I', in this direction results. This
polarization causes an internal 6eld F of the
Lorentz type given by the equation

(6)
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FIG. 5. Dielectric constants for a single domain crystal.

where p is 4s/3 for an isotropic material but will

be much less than this when the titanium nucleus
comes close to the oxygen atom, The total
polarization consists of a part I',. due to electrons
and atoms and a part I'~ due to the dipole caused
by the displacement of the titanium nucleus from.
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the mid-position of the unit cell. The dipole
moment introduced by this change is

OXYGENS

since the valence of the titanium is 4 for the
structure, e is the electronic charge, and 5 the
distance the titanium nucleus moves in going
from the center of the unit cell to the equilibrium
position. An addition to the dipole may also
result from a displacement of the oxygen in the
direction of the titanium. The electronic and
atomic polarization exerted will be proportional
to the local field I, so that

CNTIAL
NIMA

FIG. 7. Theoretical model for barium titanate, showing
positions of oxygens and potential minima for the titanium
nucleus.

about 350, hence

F=F-+pg'. +pa j=F-+p[v F+pa j = 1+—(eg —1)= 1+P(27.8). (11)1-p~ 4~

where y is the polarizability per unit volume due
to all polarization except that of the titanium
dipoles. The polarizability y can be determined
from the dielectric constant ~0 measured at very
1ow or very high temperatures, for since

(eo —)1/4s =Ps/F = TF/F-

and for Pq suppressed, F=F/(1 —Py), hence

and 4m' = (eo —1)
(10)

p
1+—(ep —1)

4m

The dielectric constant @ near absolute zero is

This internal field caused by the applied held
8, causes a decrease in the potential at the
minima 1 and an increase in the potential at 2

equal, respectively, to

pF.,+PP, q

&1—P~)

)F.+PP, ~
~2 =+!

I. 1 —p& )

(12)

The potentials for the other four wells are
unchanged by this field and hence,

U3= U4= Us= US=0.

By Boltzmann's principle (Eq. (5)), the rela-
tive number of nuclei in the six potential wells, all
expressed relative to X~ are
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$&.+PP*l I
X& ——Xg exp 01—Py ~kT

(F,+pP.)
!X2 ——N~ exp—

1 —py lkT
(14)

X3——X4 ——X5——X6.

Then, since the total number of nuclei is equal to
N where X is the number per cubic centimeter,
we have

FrG. 6. Dielectric constant of an axis as a
function of frequency. X= Xg+N2+X3+1V4+Ng+1Vg. (15)
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POTENTIAI POTENTIAL Equation (17) becomes
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Frc'. 8. Potential distribution as a function of distance
from the center of the cell.

Substituting in the values from Eqs. (14) we have

(&*+pP.) ~
%exp

(

& 1 —P~ ilT
iK+pP. &

2 2+cosh
E1—P~)

(&.+PP*'I ~X exp—
I, 1 —pp)lT
(K+PP*) i

2 2+cosh'
E1—P~)IT

K~ ——~V, = X5 ——X6

(E.+pP, ) y,
2 2 +.coshi (1—P& &yT

The polarization of a dipole nature excited
along the Z axis will be then

P.= (Xt —Xs)p

Xy sinhL(E +PP,)/(1 Py)]y/kT—
(1&)

2+ocsh(LZ, +PP,)/(1 Py) jets/k T—

A = [Pimps/(1 Py) ]1/k T. —

All the equilibrium values of spontaneous polari-
zation, coercive fields, dielectric constants, etc.
can be determined from this equation.

Let us first consider the condition for spontane-
ous polarization and the ferroelectric effect. This
can be obtained by setting E, equal to zero ancl
determining the conditions for which the polari-
zation I', is different from zero. Setting E, equal
to zero and introducing the substitution

$.0
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FIG. 9. Theoretical curve for ratio of spontaneous polari-
zation I', to the total polarization Np, as a function of the
factor A.

' AV. P. Mason, "Electrostrictive effect in barium titanate
ceramics, " Phys. Rev. (to be published).

P, sinh(AP, /Xp)

Xp 2+cosh(A P,/Ni|)

Fxamining this equation, we see that P*/&p wiII
have a solution different from zero only if A is
equal to 3 or greater. If A is greater than 3, P,/XIJ,
can have a positive or negative value lying be-
tween zero and 1. This represents a spontaneous
polarization along the positive or negative Z axis
due to the internal field generated by charge dis-
placements of the titanium nuclei from the
central position. In general any one of the oxygen
atoms can be considered as lying along the Z axis
and only chance determines in which direction
the spontaneous polarization occurs.

If we solve for P,/Nis as a function of A, the
relation shown by Fig. 9 results. This is a very
much larger increase of P,/Xy, with increase in A
than occurs for a single bond of the hydrogen
bond type which is determined by an equation of
the type

P,/Xp = tanh(AP, /Kit). (20)

The relative increase for this type is shown by the
dashed line of Fig. 9 for the same percentage in-
crease in A. Some confirmation for this sudden
increase in polarization is obtained from the cell
dimensions shown by Fig. 2. The changes in cell
dimension, which are independent of the direc-
tion of polarization along the Z axis, can be re-
garded as due to the electrostrictive effect in
barium titanate. The electrostrictive effect for
the barium titanate ceramic has been investi-
gated in a previous paper' and it is there shown
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stat coulomb
P, =31,500—

coulomb
=10.5X10 '— (long. ),

CITl

stat coulomb
P, =39,000

cm

(22)

coulomb
=12.9X10 o (radial).

Taking the average of these

stat coulomb
P, =35,250

C111

coulomb
=11.7X10 ' . (23)

cm

This value agrees quite well with that measured
electrically by means of the hysteresis loops. For
this value Matthias and von Hippel' find a value
12 X 10 coulomb/cm while Hulm finds a value
16X 10 ' coulomb/cm'. This calibration allows
one to obtain the spontaneous po1arization as a
function of temperature, and this is shown
plotted by Fig. 10. The very sudden rise in
spontaneous polarization just below the Curie

' F. Hulm, Nature 1M, 126 (1947).

that the ceramic has an increase in thickness and
a decrease in radial dimension given by the strain
equations

538 Qll(Ps) i +11 ~oo +Q12(Ps) (2 )

where

Q~~
——6.9X10 " (cm'/stat coulomb)',

Q~o = —2.15 X 10 " (cm'/stat coulomb)'.

While the value of Q»/Q» is not exactly equal to
—2 for the ceramic, a guide to the spontaneous
polarization is obtained from these values. At
20 C, S33 the longitudinal thickness strain is
equal to 6.7X10 ' while the radial thickness
strain is equal to S~i = S22= —3.3 X10 ' from the
measurements of Fig. 2. With these values and
the electrostrictive constants of Eq. (21), the
indicated spontaneous polarization for the two
eA'ects is

40 X 103

30

20

10

0 20 40 e0 80
TEMPERATURE IH DEGREES C

100 S20

Fio. 10. Measured spontaneous polarization as a function
of the temperature.

temperature is evident, and this agrees quali-
tatively with that shown by Fig. 9.

To find if the spontaneously generated polari-
zation agrees quantitatively with that calculated
from Eq. (19) we have to evaluate A and p by
other methods. One method for doing this is to
measure the dielectric constants at low field,

strengths as a function of temperature. The
calculated value can be obtained from Eq. (17)
by dividing the polarization I', into the spontane-
ous part Pp and a very small alternating part
I'De&"'. The applied field E,e&"' is assumed very
small and hence we have

(K+PPo) e'"'+PPs
sinh

1 —Py kT

(E,+pPo) e'~'
= sinh

( pPs ) g
cosh'

1 —Py kT (1 Pyl kT—
(K+PPo)e'" ~ ( PPs l ~

+cosh sinh~
1 —Py kT (1—Py) kT

(E,+PPo)e&"'p APs APs
cosh +sinh . (24)

(1 Py) k T —Xp

Similarly,

Inserting Eqs. (24) and (25) in (17) and solving
for the constant and time variable parts, we ob-

(&*+PPo)e'"'+PPs y APs
cosh =cosh

1 —Py kT Xp

(E*+PPo)e&"' p A Ps
+ sinh . (25)

1 —Py kT
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tain Eq. (19) for the constant part, and for the
time variable part we have

P eject (g +pP )ej&oI

Np' (1 Py)—kT

cubic and all directions equivalent, it is thought
that the best values for C and To will be obtained
from a dense ceramic piece. From the dielectric
constant above 120'C of Fig. 3, we obtain the
values

2 cosh(APs/Np)+1
tX (26)

L2+cosh(APe/Np) j' I

C =40,000; To =393'K

and from low temperature measurements

(30)

Solving for E~, multiplying by 4x and adding the
dielectric constant for electrons and atoms, the
dielectric constant for the s axis becomes

I' s
2 cosh +1

4m' Xp,

p AI'8
2+cosh

eo = 350. (31)

Taking the ratio of C/To of Eq. (29) we find

p = (4s.TD/C) =0.124 (32)

upon inserting the experimental values. Then,
since the number of dipoles per cubic centimeter
(as determined from the size of the unit cell) is
+= 1.56 X 10 . $ = 1.38X 10—'6

&a=&0

AI'g
2+cosh —A

(27)
S

2 cosh +1
Np,

AI'8
2+cosh

(4sA/p)
~z = &0+

3 —A
= &0+

T To
(28)

upon introducing the value of A from Eqs. (18)
and (11),where

4s Np'Ll+P(~0 —1)/4s.]C=
3k

Above the Curie point, the spontaneous polariza-
tion I'~ disappears and this equa, tion reduces to

4s (1.56 X 10")p'$1+0.124(350/4s. )jC=40,000 =
3X1.38X10 "

or
@=4.34X10 ".

This value of p, agrees fairly well with the value
one would obtain from the recent x-ray observa-
tions that the titanium atom is displaced by
0.16A from the center of the unit cell. If the
oxygen atom moves an equal distance to meet it
(which could not be determined by x-ray obser-
vations), the dipole moment would be

(4e+2e)(0.16X10 ') =6X4.8X10 "
X0.16X10 '=4.6X10 ". (34)

If all the dipoles pointed in one direction, the
total polarization would be

pNp'
To ——

I 1+[P(e,—1)/4s 1I .
3k

(29) Np, =1.56X10"X4.34X10 "=67,500 e.s.u.
=22.5X10 ' coulomb cm'. (35)

The single domain crystals have so many im-
purities in them to prevent the breaking up of the
crystal into multi-domains that they do not
revert to a cubic crystal above the Curie point.
This is shown by the different dielectric constant
for the two directions above the Curie point. The
same is true to a lesser extent for the multi-
domain crystals, but the ceramic pieces show a
pronounced maximum and a Curie region above
120'C, much in agreement with Eq. (28). Since
above the Curie temperature the crystal becomes

The measured value of approximately 35,500
e.s.u. is 53 percent of this. If all the quantities
entering Eq. (18) for A were independent of
temperature except T, the absolute temperature,
the value of A for 27'C =300 K would be 3.94,
and from Fig. 9 the theoretical value of the
polarization Ps/Np should be 0.90, rather than
the measured value of 0.53, which corresponds to
a value of A =3.090. This result indicates that
some of the quantities in the expression for A
decrease as the temperature is lowered. A similar
result is also required for the variation of dielec-
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tric constant with temperature. A value of
A =3.090, Ps/NIi=0. 53, and p set at 0.096 (in
order to give a va, lue of A =3.090), and all the
other quantities unchanged, results in a dielectric
constant of 1.390 which agrees mell with the
dielectric constant for a ceramic or for a multi-
domain barium titanate crystal. The variation
may be ascribed to p or to eo because the measured
temperature expansion coefficients indicate that
¹ and p, should be relatively constant. From the
x-ray data of Fig. 2 it is seen that from 120'C to
O'C, ¹ should increase by 0.15 percent. Since the
titanium atom is tightly bound to the oxygen, the
distance between the center of oxygen and
titanium should not change appreciably because
of temperature contraction, and hence p also will

not change much with temperature. The value of
6p, however, may be different for the a and c axes
since the a axis decreases while the c axis in-

creases. Hence, e, may be smaller and e, larger
than ~0 The .Lorentz factor p, also, may vary
considerably depending on the condition of the
surrounding electrical charge configurations. For
isotropic conditions, the theoretical value is
4n/3=4. 19. For the case of the titanium sur-

rounded closely by the oxygens the experimental
value is only 0.124. As the temperature is de-

creased, all the oxygen atoms come closer to-
gether and hence a decrease in p is to be expected.
Assuming all the variation due to P, the values to
agree with the dielectric constant measurements
are shown plotted by Fig. 11.With these values
of p (assuming all the other quantities in A are
independent of the temperature), A can be
evaluated as a function of temperature and the
theoretical values of spontaneous polarization
can be determined from Eq. (19). These are
shown plotted by the dashed line of Fig. 10, and
these agree closely with those determined from
the electrostrictive effect. Hence, two inde-
pendent sets of data are satisfied by the P-curve.

III. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT ALONG a AXIS

Measurements for the dielectric constants
along the a axis for single domain crystals show
that the dielectric constant along this axis is very

0.I 4
~ ~ ~~

C +~as —~
p ~0
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4. «,e»
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P
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FiG. 11. Value of Lorentz factors p1 and p2 for s=c and
y=a axes as a function of temperature.

much larger than that along the c axis. To de-
termine the dielectric along the a axis, according
to the model shown by Fig. 7, with a field applied
along the Y axis, and a spontaneous polarization
occurring along Z, the potentials for all six wells

are

(piPspl

(1—Pii )
PiPsp

U2=—
1—Pip

L&w+p~pw j~ (&,+pmpw)
Ui =—,U4 =!

I 1-pp )(1-Pgy)

U, = U6=0.

We assume that p& along the Y axis may be
dilferent from pi, along the Z axis. Applying the
Boltzmann principle and relating ¹~,¹2,¹3and¹4to ¹6=¹6we find

( piPs )
Ni ——Ng exp !(I —Pip) kT

( piPs &

!¹
=Ns exp—

(1—Pili kT

&,+p~P,¹3=¹exp—
1 —Pgy kT

(3&)

¹
=¹exp—

Since

Ey+P2I y p, ¹6 ¹S.
1 —p2y kT

Ni+N2+N, +N4+Ng+Ng ——N (38)

we find for ¹6,the value

2L1+coshL(PiPs)/(1 P&y)]y/kT+coshf—(Z„+P2P„)/(1 P2y)]p/k T]—(39)
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Inserting the value of N3, %4, and N~ in the expression for the polarization along the Y axis, we have

Np sinh[(»+P2Py)/(1 Pmy—)]p/kT
P„=(Ng —N4)y =—— (40)

[1+cosh[(piPs) /(1 Pip) ]&/k T+cosh[(»+P2Pw)/(1 P~y) ]p/k T]

To determine the dielectric constant along Y for small fields, we can replace

Then

(»+P~I'v't ~ (»+P2I'vi ~ (»+P2I'u) ~

1 —P~y ) kT k 1 —P2y ) kT ( 1 —P2y ) kT

[&~'/kT][(I-'"+P2&.)/(1 P2v)—] [N~'/kT][(&. +P2&v)/(1 —P~v)]

2+cosh[(P~Ps)/(1 —P~y)]y/k T 2+cosh(APs/Np)

(41)

( Np'Pg ) 1 NIJ, 'Pg (eo —1)
1+PI«p&)kT kT &4 ) (43)

Solving for the ratio of I'„ to E„,multiplying by 4m, and adding eo the dielectric constant due to other
sources than the dipole moment, the dielectric constant along y becomes

k T[4+Np'/(1 —P2y) ]
6y = 60+

2+cosh(A Ps/N p) —[Np'P&/ (1 —P2y) k T]
(44)

Now, since the crystal becomes tetragonal due to the distortion caused by the electrostrictive effect, y
may increase along the a axis and cause ~0 to become larger. As before, however, we assume all
variation to occur in p2 and write

P2(&o —1)
+

4x
(45)

Inserting this value in Eq. (44) for the dielectric constant

4nA 1+(P,/4s)(~p —1)

Pi 1+(Pg/4s') (eo —1)
6y = 6(}+

APs P2 1+(Pg/4s)(ep —1)
2+cosh —A'—

Pg 1+(Pg/4s. ) (eo —1)

(46)

At the Curie temperature where the crystal
changes from tetragonal form to cubic form the
value of pm must be equal to pq and hence the
dielectric constant along the Y axis will have a
Curie temperature at the same temperature as
the one along the Z axis. For other temperatures,
P~ will not, in general, equal P~ on account of the
shift in charge due to the electrostrictive e6ect.
One might expect, however, that the shift in
charge might to a 6rst approximation produce

additive eAects and that, in general

2P2+ pi = 3P, (47)

where P is the Lorentz factor for the cubic
crystal. The factor of 2 is used for P2 since the
charge along the X and Y axis is only half that
along the Z axis.

According to Eq. (46) the very high dielectric
constants along Y shown on Fig. 5 have to be
accounted for by the near vanishing of the de-
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nominator of Eq. (46). The values of ps to make
the denominator vanish, with the experimentally
determined values of P1 are shown by the dashed
line of Fig. 11.These values would agree with the
above speculation if the average value of p fell oR
with temperature according to the dot-dash line.
A.nother verification of the near vanishing of the
numerator is the very low value of the relaxation
frequency for the dielectric constant along the V
axis, shown by Fig. 6. As shown by the next
section, this can be accounted for by the same
potential barrier for both Y and Z directions,
provided that the denominator of Eq. (27) for the
dielectric constant along the c=Z axis is about
100 times as large as that of Eq. (46) for the V
ax»8.

IV. RELAXATION FREQUENCIES FOR THE
DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS

To determine the high frequency behavior of
the dielectric constants that is predicted by the
model of Fig. 7, one can no longer use the
Boltzmann equilibrium relation of Eq. (5) to de-
termine the relative number of titanium nuclei in
the various potential wells. Instead, one has to
relate the time rate of change of the number in a
given potential well to the probability of transi-
tion for a given time from one potential well to
another. 0.», 2 the probability of a nucleus in well 1

jumping to well 2 per unit time is, according to
Eyring's reaction rate theory,

421, 2=(kT/h)e ~v&

where k is Planck's constant, k Boltzmann's con-
stant, and AU the difference between the maxi-
mum height of the potential barrier and the
potential of well 1.

The time rate of change of the number X» of
nuclei in wells of type 1 is obviously

+1(431,2+431, 3+431, 4+421, 5+431, 6)
dt

++2432, 1++343', 1++4434, 1

+&5435, 1+&6436, 1 (49)
Similarly,d¹

+2(432, 3+422, 3+432, 4+432, 5+422, 6)

Hence, the rate of change of the polarization
along the Z axis is

dP, d(X, —X2)P

dt dt

Xl (2431, 2+431.3+431, 4+433, 5+431, 6) t4

+%2(2422, 1+432, 3+432, 4+432, 5+422, 6)33

+ +334 (433, I 433, 2) ++434(434, 1 434, 2)

++534(435, 1 435, 2)++634(436, 1 436, 2) ~ (51)

%hen a field is applied along the Z axis, the po-
tential minimum U» is lowered, and U2 raised by
amounts shown by Eq. (12). Hence,

kT (8,+P1I',)
o;» 2= exp —AU+ — -p, kT;

k 1 Pn—
kT (E.+P1&=)

o.2, j ———exp —6U — — -- -p,

k 1 —P»y
kT.

(52)

By the discussion of Section II, it appears that
the highest potential barrier in going from 1 to
the 3, 4, 5 or 6 potential wells is also nearly AU.
Hence,

Also,
A» 2 —n», 3 —n» 4 —n», 5 —A»

2, 1 0'2, 3 &2, 4 ~2, 5 ~236 ~

(53)

where n has all values from 1 to 6 except the one
which makes the second index equal to the first.

Therefore, introducing these values in Eq. (51),
the time rate of change of polarization along the
Z axis becomes, for a simple harmonic field,

jcohP, (E,+P»P, )e~v'sr =634 X2 exp
tkT E. 1 —P»y ) kT

In going from potential wells 3, 4, 5 or 6 to any
of the other wells, the highest potential barrier is
b, U, since these minima are not changed by a
field along Z and hence

kl
~3 „=~4 „=~5 „=ns „e-'——«sr, (55)

h

++'J», 2 ++3~3, 2 ++44, 2

+Xsas, 2+433'sas, 2. (50)

(+g+P»Pg 't

t
—X, exp —

tE1—P» ) kT
(56)
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If co is zero, this reduces to the Boltzmann condi-
tion for determining the ratio of Np/Ni.

Since we are dealing only with infinitesimal
fields, the sum of

¹
and X~ can be taken equal to

their equilibrium values given by Eq. (16). Since
Eq. (56) can be written in the form

JG)APg
EAU/k T

kT

(&.+piP*) y
=6y (¹+¹)sinhl

1 —Pip kT

this becomes

j~pP ~AU/kT

6k T cosh [(Z,+P,P,)/(1 P,—y) ]p/k T

Np sinh[(E, +PiP, )/(1 P,y—)fp/kT

2+cosh[(E, +P,P,)/(1 Pip)—]p/kT
(58)

= jrOPoe7"'
8$

Introducing the relations of Eqs. (24) and (25)
and solving for the time variable parts of the
polarization, I'0, noting that

&,+'piP. I—(Ni —Np) cosh! ! (57) we find for the dielectric constant as a function of
L 1 —Pip )kT frequency, the equation

4prA (2 cosh(A Ps/NIi) +1i
Pi ( 2+cosh(APs/Np) )

Ec = &0+ (59)
APsl (2 cosh(APs/Np)+11 (2+cosh(APs/Ng) ) jpik

! 2+cosh !—A! !+! ed, U/kg

~ 2+«»h(APs/Ng) ) L. cosh(APs/Np) ) 6kT

When the last term in the denominator equals the sum of the other two, the dipole dielectric constant
has equal resistance and reactance values and the corresponding frequency is the relaxation frequency.
This frequency fp is given by

fo=
6k Te ~U/~~ A Ps /' A(2 cosh(APs/Np)+1) icosh ! 1—

(2+cosh(APs/Ny))' )
For 27'C =300'K, we found A =3.090; Ps/Np=0. 53. Introducing these values and the values

k=&.38X&0 "' T=300' h=6.S6, &O -"',

we find for fp, the value
f —I 6 )(' $Qlps PUIPT—

(61)

(62)

From the data of Eqs. (2) and (3), the relaxation frequency of a ceramic (which probably coincides
with that for the c axis direction) is 6.2 X10 cycles. From this one obtains a value for the potential
maximum' of

e~ /~~=260; AU=3. 35 kilocalories per mole. (63)

This value represents the amount of energy to remove the titanium nucleus from its equilibrium posi-
tion to a position in the center of the barium titanate unit cell.

The data of Fig. 6 show that the dielectric constant along the u axis is relaxed at a frequency of
about 15 megacycles at room temperature. Applying the same process to calculating the dielectric
constant along the a axis, one finds

4prA 1+(Pp/4pr)(pp —1)-

6y =6P+
Pi 1+(Pi/4pr) (pp —1)

APs APp 1+(Pp/4pr) (po —1) (2+cosh(APs/Ny) ) gpik
2+cosh +I ehU/k V'

Pi 1+(P,/4pr) (pp —1). ( cosh(APs/NIi) ) 6k T

(64)
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To obtain a dielectric constant of 150,000 at 27'C =300'K, the real part of the denominator has to be
0.0028. Hence, the indicated relaxation frequency for this temperature is

6kT
g
—AUjkT

2mb

+PS +p2 (1+(p2/42r)(00 1) l +PS
2+cosh cosh

P2 (1+(P2/42r)(pp —1)] Np

[2+cosh(APs/Np) ]
Introducing the numerical values,

e~U'~T =645 or AU=3. 9 kilocalories.

Thus the indicated activation energy for going from the 1, 2 wells to the 3, 4, 5 or 6 wells is only
slightly higher than that between opposite wells such as 1 and 2. This calculation also checks the facts
that it is the near vanishing of the denominator of Eq. (64) that causes the very high dielectric con-
stant along the e or X= Y axes.

V. COERCIVE FIELDS ALONG a AND c AXES

The coercive fields along the e and c crystallographic axes and the interaction between a field along
c and a polarization generated along a can be calculated from Eqs. (36) and (40), giving the polariza-
tions along the c=Z direction and the e= V direction. In terms of complete fields and polarizations
along the two directions these equations become

Np sinh[(Eg+PgP2) /(1 Pgy) ]I2/k—T
I', =

1+cosh [(E,+P2P,)/(1 —Pip) ]p/k T+cosh[(E„+P2P„)/(1 Ppy) ]—12/k T

Ny sinh [(E„+p2P„) /(1 ppy) ]I2/k T-
JPp 1+cosh [(E,+P2P, )/(1 —P &y) ]p/k T+cosh[(E„+P2P„)/(1 Ppy) ]12/k T—

(66)

(67)

From these two equations and the constants Thecalculationsshowthatittakesconsiderably
evaluated previously, the coercive fields for the more of a negative field along Z to reverse the
two directions can be approximately calculated. sign of a domain along Z than it does to change

0.7

o.e

0.4

Fit, 12. Method for obtaining
spontaneous po)arization and co-
ercive 6eld.
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will cause the polarization to increase from 35,600
stat coulombs/cm' to 41,500 stat coulombs, an
increase of 16 percent. This agrees quite well
with the increase measured by Hulm' who found
an increase of about 13 percent for this case.

If we put on a negative voltage along the axis
the ratio P./Nii will decrease steadily until the
difference between the left hand side of Eq. (69)
and P,/Np reaches a maximum. This occurs for
P,/Ning =0.405, and it requires a negative field of

E,= 74 e.s.u. /cm = 22,200 volts/cm. (70)
-30 -20 -10 0 IO

FIKLO IN KILOVOLTS PER CM
20 30

FIG. 13. Hysteresis loop showing relation between polar-
ization along Z and field along Z for a single domain barium
titanate crystal.

Now, since AEs/PNp is going to be a very small
quantity for any field that can be applied, this
can be written as

sinh(AP, /Np)

2+cosh(AP, /Np)

P. AE, 2 cosh(AP, /Np)+1
(69)

Np PNIi (2+cosh(AP, /Np))'

If the applied field 8, is zero, this equation re-
duces to that for the spontaneous polarization.

If we plot the left hand side of Eq. (69) as a
function of P,/NII, (assuming A =3.090 for room
temperature) the curve of Fig. 12 results. The
left hand side is larger than the right, up to a
value of P,/Ning=0. 534 when the two are equal,
and this represents the theoretical value of
spontaneous polarization for no applied field. If
the applied field is positive, a larger ratio of
P./Ny is required to satisfy Eq. (69). Since at
room temperature, A =3.090; Np =67,100 e.s.u. ;

P =0.096; cosh(AP, /Np) =2.68, the coefFicient
multiplying E, is 1.24)&10 4. It takes, then, a
very high field to increase sensibly P./Nii. For
exam pie, a field of 30,000 volts per cm = 100 e.s.u. ,

the direction from Z to Y. To show this, let us
assume that no field or polarization exist along Y.
Then Eq. (66) can be written in the form

P, sinh[(AEs/pNii)+ (APz/NII) j
(68)

Np 2+cosh[(AE, /pNli) + (AP, /Np) j

This is the theoretical held strength to switch the
direction of a domain along one direction of Z to
that along the other. Single domain crystals have
been observed to switch at around this value of
field strength.

A true single domain crystal, however, will
have a hysteresis loop for a considerably smaller
field strength than this. For such a crystal a
typical field strength polarization curve is as
shown by Fig. 13. When the voltage is in the
direction of the spontaneous polarization, the
curve has a tail toward the right hand side that is
considerably different from the rounded relation
on the left hand side. This dissymmetrical type of
curve occurs down to field strengths of the order
of 1000 volts per centimeter and appears to result
from the fact that on the application of a nega-
tive field along Z, parts of the domain can be
spontaneously polarized along Y. To see that this
is possible one can examine the conditions for
spontaneous polarization along Y given by Eq.
(67). Here we set E„equal to zero and solve for
the conditions that will give a finite value of P„in

the presence of a field E„and a spontaneous
polarization P,. The onset of P„will be de-
termined when P„approaches zero, and thus we

can replace the hyperbolic sinh by the argument,
and the hyperbolic cosh by unity. Then the
equations to solve are

P„(P,) /(1 —P,y) (p/k T)P„
(71)

2+cosh[(E, +PiP, )/(1 Pip) jp/k T—
If 8,=0, this reduces to the case

AP, ) Ap2 1+[p2(eo —1)/4s j!P„! 2+cosh Py,
N )iiP, 1+[P,(e, —1)/4n- j
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The difference between the left hand side and the right hand side is the denominator of Eq. (44) for
the dielectric constant along the Y axis. This denominator is small (about 0.0028 for room
temperature) but is always positive, hence no spontaneous polarization can exist along Y as
long as there is no static field —8,.

For the addition of a static field, Eq. (71) takes the form

t' AEg APg) A/2 1+t P2(~0 1—)/4s]
P„2+cosh

~
+ Py.

(piXp EIJ, ) pi 1+Lpi(eo —1)/4s ] I

(72)

A positive field E, in the same direction as P', makes the left hand side still larger than the
right, and no possibility exists for polarization along Y. If, however, a negative field Z, is
applied, the left hand side can be made equal or less than the right hand side, and spontaneous
polarization can exist along Y. Since AZ, /Pimp is a small quantity, this equation can be written
in the form

AP, A pm 1+(p2/4ir)(eo —1)
2+cosh

Pi 1+(Pi/4s) (ao —1)

sinh(AP, /Eii)

Since for room temperature the numerator is equal to 0.0028, the denominator to 2.53, the field 8', to
cause a domain to switch to the Y direction is

0.0028 0.108X67, 100
X

2.53 3.090
= 2.6 e.s.u. /cm = 780 volts/cm, (74)

which is considerably less than the voltage required to shift a domain along Z.
The question arises as to why the whole domain does not go over in the P direction. This appears

to be owing to the fact that when parts of the large domains change direction, they exert an 8„field
on the remainder of the domain that is still directed along Z. Then the term cosh L(Z„+P2P,)/(1 —P,y) 7
X (p/kT) can no longer be replaced by unity, and the equation for the field to produce a spontaneous
polarization along Y becomes

(Py+P2Pw l ii Pi 1 + (P2/4s') (&0 1)
1+cosh +cosh' i

—A-
Xp ( 1 —Pgy & kT P) 1+(Pi/4w)(eo —1)

sinh(AP, /Np)
(75)

and the field E, becomes larger. There is no
definite saturation for the eRect which accounts
for the rounded shape of the left side of the
hysteresis loop of Fig. 13. When a positive E,
voltage is applied, all the Y domains revert back
to the Z direction, which accounts for the tail-
like shape of the right hand side of the curve of
Fig. 13.

%hen a field is applied along V, the relation
between P„and E„ is very linear and shows no
hysteresis eRects up to a field strength of 300
volts per centimeter, at which field the crystal
usually breaks down because of the high conduc-

tivity along the c axis. Up to that voltage, no
domain shift in the 7 direction has occurred. To
obtain the field for the shift requires that both
Eqs. (66) and (67) shall be solved simultaneously
for the P„and P, polarizations and this is not,
attempted here.

VI. SPECIFIC HEAT ANOMALY OF BARIUM
TITA NATE

The specific heat anomaly of barium titanate
ceramics for the 120'C transition has been meas-
ured by Harwood, Popper and Rushman, "and

'0 Nature 160, 58 (1948).
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Blattner aod Merz. "The former obtain a value
of 0.14 cal. /gram whereas the latter obtain 0.2
cal./gram. It has been shown by Mueller" that
the specific heat anomaly is related to the spon-
taneous polarization by the equation

(76)

where Q is the specific heat anomaly in ergs/cc,
P is the Lorentz factor and I', the spontaneous

polarization. Since the specific heat anomaly
was the integrated increase from about 100'C to
a temperature above the Curie temperature we
have from Fig. 10, that P, =27,000 c.g.s. units
of charge per square cm. Q, the specific heat
anomaly, is 0.2 cal./gram = 1.2 cal./cc = 5 X 10'
ergs/cc. This gives a value of P determined by
the specific heat anomaly of

P =0.138

"Helv. Phys. Acta,
Quartus (j.948).

"Annals New York
(Art. 5), page 353.

Vol. XXI, Fasciculus Tert~us et

Academy of Sciences, Vol. XL

which agrees reasonably well with the value
given in Eq. (32), obtained from dielectric meas-
urements.


